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ABSTRACT
Walkability has many health, environmental, and economic ben-
efits. That is why web and mobile services have been offering
ways of computing walkability scores of individual street segments.
Those scores are generally computed from survey data and man-
ual counting (of even trees). However, that is costly, owing to the
high time, effort, and financial costs. To partly automate the com-
putation of those scores, we explore the possibility of using the
social media data of Flickr and Foursquare to automatically iden-
tify safe and walkable streets. We find that unsafe streets tend to
be photographed during the day, while walkable streets are tagged
with walkability-related keywords. These results open up practical
opportunities (for, e.g., room booking services, urban route recom-
menders, and real-estate sites) and have theoretical implications for
researchers who might resort to the use social media data to tackle
previously unanswered questions in the area of walkability.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.m [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous
General Terms
Experimental Study, Walkability, Urban Informatics
1. INTRODUCTION
What makes for a good city street? Some urban planners would
say the “fabric”: the collection of streets, blocks and buildings. In
“Great Streets,” the urbanist Alan Jacobs compared the layout of
more than 40 world cities [19], and found that good streets tend
to have narrow lanes (making them safe from moving cars), small
blocks (making them comfortable), and architecturally-rich build-
ings (making them interesting). Intuitively, walking down a narrow,
shop-lined street is a far safer, more comfortable, and more inter-
esting experience than walking down an arterial between parking
lots.
Despite its importance, good street design is necessary but not
sufficient for the making of great streets. Streets, like communities,
thrive on vitality [20]. It has been shown that the most meaningful
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indicator of that vitality is walkability [37]. This is a multi-faced
concept. Recently, in his book “Walkable City,” Jeff Speck outlines
a “General Theory of Walkability,” identifying the four key factors
that make a city attractive to pedestrians:
“The General Theory of Walkability explains how,
to be favored, a walk has to satisfy four main condi-
tions: it must be useful, safe, comfortable, and inter-
esting. Each of these qualities is essential and none
alone is sufficient. Useful means that most aspects of
daily life are located close at hand and organized in
a way that walking serves them well. Safe means that
the street has been designed to give pedestrians a fight-
ing chance against being hit by automobiles; they must
not only be safe but feel safe, which is even tougher to
satisfy. Comfortable means that buildings shape urban
streets into ‘outdoor living rooms’, in contrast to wide-
open spaces, which usually fail to attract pedestrians.
Interesting means that sidewalks are lined by unique
buildings with friendly faces and that signs of human-
ity abound.”
The importance of walkability goes beyond aesthetic considera-
tions. Walkable streets not only make a city beautiful but also
greatly contribute to the wealth, health, and sustainability of the
city. They contribute to wealth, not least because walkability can
add 5 to 10 percent to house prices in the United States [9, 24].
They contribute to health so much so that walkability is considered
to be at the heart of the cure to the health-care crisis in the States
by many [23]. Finally, they contribute to environmental sustainabil-
ity. A case in point is that replacing one’s light-bulbs with energy
saving once a year spares as much carbon as living in a walkable
neighborhood does for a week [37].
The growing demand for walkable neighborhoods (especially
from younger generations) has made websites that calculate walka-
bility (e.g., walkonomics.com, walkscore.com) popular among
real estate agents, health-care agencies, and environmentalists. How-
ever, to work, those sites need to process and gather a variety of
datasets, which is financially-prohibitive.
To make walkability modeling cheap and scalable, one could re-
sort to social media sites. That is because part of a street’s vital-
ity is, nowadays, captured in the digital layer: street dwellers take
pictures and post them on Flickr, and, when they visit places, they
share their whereabouts on Foursquare. It is therefore reasonable to
assume that there might be digital footprints that distinguish walk-
able streets from unwalkable ones. As a result, we study whether
digital activity on Flickr and Foursquare can help us identify walk-
able streets in London and, more generally, whether implicit social
media data can provide walkability assessments without the need
to manually collect expensive datasets.
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More specifically:
• We collect Flickr and Foursquare data for the 3,368 street
segments in Central London (Section 3). One of the authors
has created a web and mobile service called Walkonomics to
produce safety and walkability scores for those streets (Sec-
tion 4).
• To ensure experimental validity, we review the literature and
spell out four main research questions concerning safety and
walkability (Section 5).
• We answer those questions upon our datasets (Section 6). We
find that unsafe streets tend to be photographed during the
day but not at night; tend to be visited not only by males but
also by females; and are identified by the presence of resi-
dential elements of the city that have no parks. By contrast,
walkable streets are associated with residential areas and are
identified by the presence of walkability-related photo tags
with a correlation as high as r = 0.89.
Before concluding (Section 8), we discuss the theoretical and
practical implications of our work (Section 7).
2. RELATEDWORK
We have heavily borrowed from 1970s urban studies [1, 19, 20]
and from the walkability literature, most of which has been re-
cently summarized by Jeff Speck [37]. Our work is best placed
within an emerging area of Computer Science research, which is
often called ‘urban informatics.’ Researchers in this area have been
studying large-scale urban dynamics [11, 12, 29], and people’s be-
havior when using location-based services such as Foursquare [4,
10, 25].
More closely related to this work, computational methods that
automatically mine a variety of data sources to predict economic
indicators have been recently developed. Eagle et al. [15] used
land-line phone records to predict socio-economic indicators in En-
glish neighborhoods. More recently, to predict those indicators in
London, Smith et al. [36] used underground transit flows. Elvidge
et al. analyzed satellite images to extract the total surface lit dur-
ing night time, and found strong correlations with countries’ Gross
Domestic Product [16, 17]. Mao et al. used mobile phone records
to predict economic indexes of ten areas of high economic activity
in Cote d’Ivoire [27]. Traunmueller et al. also used mobile phone
records but did so to test existing urban theories (from, e.g., Jane
Jacobs’ work) at scale [41].
The idea of testing traditional urban theories at web scale has re-
cently received attention. It is well-known that the layout of urban
spaces plugs directly into our sense of community well-being. The
20th century sociologist Kevin Lynch showed that everyone living
in an urban environment creates their own personal “mental map”
of the city based on features such as the routes they use and the ar-
eas they visit [26]. Lynch thus hypothesized that the more recogniz-
able the features of a city are, the more navigable the city is. To put
his theory to test, Quercia et al. built a web game that crowdsources
Londoners’ mental images of the city [32]. They showed that areas
suffering from social problems such as housing deprivation, poor
living conditions, and crime are rarely present in residents’ men-
tal images. The researchers then built another crowdsourcing game
to determine which urban elements make city dwellers happy [31].
In that web game, users are shown ten pairs of urban scenes of
London and, for each pair, a user needs to choose which one they
consider to be most beautiful, quiet, and happy. Based on user
votes, the researchers were able to rank all urban scenes accord-
ing to these three attributes. By analyzing the scenes with image
processing tools, they discovered that the amount of greenery in
any given scene was associated with all the three attributes and that
cars and fortress-like buildings were associated with sadness (they
equated sadness to the low end of their ‘spectrum’ of happiness).
In contrast, public gardens and Victorian and red brick houses were
associated with happiness. Upon that work, practical innovations
emerged: new mapping tools that return directions that are not only
short but also tend to make urban walkers happy [33], and new web
image ranking techniques that are able to identify memorable city
pictures based on whether a neighborhood is predicted to be beau-
tiful or to make people happy [45].
This stream of research requires access to datasets that are very
difficult to get or entails the design of web engagement tools that
are difficult to build. An alternative approach is to rely on more
easily accessible social media data. English neighborhood depri-
vation has been related to Twitter topics [34] and sentiment [30],
and a new way of redefining neighborhood boundaries has been
proposed upon Foursquare check-ins [13].
In line with this last stream of research, we propose to use user-
generated content to mine street safety and walkability. In the next
section, we describe the datasets, before providing the details of
our methodology.
3. DATASETS
Mapping Data. We consider the area of Central London, which
consists of 3,368 street segments. To describe those segments, we
rely on data gathered and distributed for free by OpenStreetMap
(OSM) (a global group of volunteer cartographers who maintain
free crowdsourced online maps) and by Ordnance Survey (the na-
tional mapping agency for Great Britain). To account for potential
measurement errors when matching social media data with streets,
we add a buffer of 22.5 meters around each street’s polyline. This is
common practice and has been done using the Vector Buffer Anal-
ysis tool provided by QGIS, a free and open-source desktop geo-
graphic information systems (GIS).
Foursquare Data. We collect information about all the ∼8K
Foursquare venues in London. In Foursquare, a venue is catego-
rized within a multi-level taxonomy. Since there are hundreds of
level-2 categories, categorizing venues at that level would result in
a sparse dataset. To avoid that, our analysis categorizes venues with
the top-level categories. That is, each venue belongs to one of these
nine categories: Arts & Entertainment, College & Education, Food,
Nightlife, Outdoors & Recreation, Shops, Travel & Transport, Pro-
fessional & Other Places.
Flickr Data. We gather a random sample of∼7M geo-referenced
Flickr pictures within the bounding box of Central London. For
each picture, we summarize its popularity statistics of number of
views, favorites, and comments. We also collect the owner’s gen-
der and age1, and the picture’s both human-generated tags (i.e.,
free-text annotations assigned by the photo’s owner) and machine-
generated tags2. The machine-generated tags are assigned by a
computer vision classifier and describe the picture’s subjects (e.g.,
bird, tree) and context (e.g., indoor, outdoor, night). Since we are
interested in determining how many photos are taken at night on a
street, we count the number of pictures that are classified as night,
and the number of those that are classified otherwise. The machine-
generated tags come with a confidence score in [0, 1] that reflects
the probability of the tag being correclty assigned to the picture. To
make sure that the photo actually is taken at night, we consider only
tags that are assigned with confidence greater than 0.95. We could
1These were available for around 55% of the owners in our sample.
2http://www.fastcolabs.com/3037882
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Figure 1: Walkonomics app with the “WalkHood” feature, which
shows the areas one can walk to within five minutes from current
location.
have used timestamps to do the same thing, but it has been shown
that they are more unreliable than considering high-confidence ma-
chine tags [39].
4. WALKABILITY
One of the authors founded Walkonomics3, a web platform and
mobile app that maps and rates the pedestrian-friendliness of over
700,000 streets in England, San Francisco, Toronto and Manhattan.
The mobile app has been installed in more than 8,000 devices and
the website receives thousands of monthly unique visitors. Each
street has five-level ratings in eight different categories. Those cat-
egories are the most important factors associated with walkability
by public agencies [28, 40] and existing research [5, 37]:
Road safety. This measures pedestrian safety from vehicle traf-
fic. It reflects the street’s type, number and severity of road
accidents [42].
Easy to cross. This measures how easy it is for a person to cross
the street. Its score depends on the street’s type (derived from
OpenStreetMaps) and traffic activity. This activity is derived
from the English Index of Multiple Deprivation, which is a
composite score defined at the level of census area in Eng-
land (Lower Super Output Area) and is computed by the UK
Office of National Statistics [22].
Sidewalks. This measures the quality and width of the street’s
sidewalks, and is based on the street’s type.
Hilliness. This measures how steep the street is. It is based on the
street’s slope [43].
Navigation. Its score reflects the provision of pedestrian “wayfind-
ing” maps and signage on the street. Location information of
pedestrian signage is publicly available [38].
Safety from crime. This measures safety from street crime. This is
one of the domains of the English Index of Multiple Depri-
vation [22].
Smart and beautiful. This measures how attractive and green the
street is. It is based on the number of trees on each street, and
3http://www.walkonomics.com
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Figure 3: Frequency distributions of the walkability and safety
scores at the level of street segment. The scores are defined from 1
to 5. The walkability scores in (a) are centered around a median of
2.5, while the safety ones in (b) are more uniformly distributed.
on whether the street is in or near a park. Information about
trees and parks is extracted from OpenStreetMap.
Fun and relaxing. This measures whether a street is a fun and in-
teresting place to be, and whether it is a relaxing environment
or one dominated by vehicle traffic. Its score depends on the
number of shops, bars, restaurants, and parks on the street
(extracted from OpenStreetMap) and on the street’s type.
The scores for all the categories are all extracted from public data
that is updated periodically but not in real time. To correct any
inaccuracies or errors in assessing streets, Walkonomics allows its
web and mobile phone users to upload their own street reviews. To
incentivize mobile phone users to do so on the spot, the mobile app
allows them to: check the walkability of nearby streets and areas
on a map; search by location, place name or post code; view search
results on a map with colour-coded markers; read detailed reviews
with star ratings for each category and user-generated photos; add
their own ratings, reviews, photos and ideas for improvement; login
using their Facebook, Twitter or email address and use their profiles
to add street reviews; and see the Google StreetView of each street.
The most popular feature of the app is the “WalkHood” map (Fig-
ure 1). This shows a polygon of the areas a user can walk to within
5 minutes from the current location.
The street’s overall walkability score is the average of the eight
categories, equally weighted (Figure 2(a)). Since urban crime is
the dimension among those provided by UK Office of National
Statistics most related to walkability, we start with a few research
questions about crime (which has been widely-studied in the urban
context [35]) to then move on with questions about walkability. To
ease comparison, Figure 2(b) maps the “safety from crime” scores
in Central London, and Figure 3 shows the frequency distributions
of walkability and safety.
5. METHOD
Critics might rightly say that we are not sure whether the scores
we have just introduced actually measure what they are meant to
measure (i.e., safety, walkability). To assess the validity of those
scores, we need to theoretically derive hypotheses concerning, say,
walkability (e.g., it is associated with the absence of cars) and test
those hypotheses upon those scores. If the hypotheses receive sup-
port (e.g., the absence of cars is indeed found to be empirically
associated with the walkability scores), then that speaks to the va-
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(a) Walkability scores of each street segment. Green segments
are very walkable, while red ones are not pedestrian-friendly.
(b) Safety from crime scores of each street segment. Green segments
have low levels of crime, while red ones have high levels.
Figure 2: Maps of Central London showing to which extent each street segment is (a) walkable, and (b) safe from crime.
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Figure 4: Frequency distributions of Flickr and Foursquare activity features. Below the plot of each feature’s frequency distribution, we
report the minimum value, median value, and maximum value. All the features but age are log-transformed as the original values are skewed.
lidity of the scores (concurrent validity). We thus derive hypotheses
concerning safety and walkability next.
Research Questions on Safety
In the early 1960s, Jane Jacobs explored the relationships be-
tween urban decays, social interactions, and crime. She showed
that nothing is safer than a city street that everybody uses, and
called this phenomenon “the eyes on the street” [20].
In “The Ecology of Night Life,” Shlomo Angel indeed showed
that areas of very low or very high pedestrian density suffer from
much less crime [2]. “At night, street crimes are most prevalent
in places where there are too few pedestrians to provide natural
surveillance, but enough pedestrians to make it worth a thief’s
while” [1]. Based on that, we posit our first research question:
R1: Can safe streets be identified by night activity?
In a similar vein, one could consider gender differences, in that,
streets that men use might differ from those that women use in
terms of safety from crime. However, it is unclear the nature of
this relationship. One might hypothesize that safe streets are used
by men and women alike, and unsafe ones are used by men only
(women are likely to shy away). But one might also hypothesize
the opposite: “to make it worth a thief’s while” (as Alexander puts
it), unsafe streets are so because they are predominantly used by
women. Similar considerations go for age – streets that younger
adults use might differ from those that older ones use in terms of
safety. All this leads to our second research question:
R2: Can safe streets be identified by activity segmented by gender
or age?
Jacobs’ ideas about urban decays led to what urbanists now call
“crime prevention through environmental design” [18]. This is
based on the premise that the physical environment can be designed
or manipulated to reduce fear of crime. One of the key strategies
for crime prevention is activity support. The idea is that encour-
aging legitimate activity in public places (e.g., a basketball court,
community center) helps discourage crime [6]. Therefore one ex-
pects that a safe street would offer places that encourage legitimate
activity. Hence, our third research question:
R3: Can safe streets be identified by the presence of specific types
of places?
Research Questions on Walkability
Recall that, in Jeff Speck’s General Theory of Walkability, a
walk has to satisfy four main conditions. It must be not only safe,
comfortable, and interesting, but also useful [37]. By useful, he
means that “most aspects of daily life are located close at hand.”
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The most widely-used (albeit oversimplified) definition of walka-
bility indeed concerns access to opportunities: the more miles one
has to travel from a place for daily errands, the less walkable’s the
place [3]. This begs our next research question:
R4: Can walkable streets be identified by the presence of specific
types of places?
The concept of walkability goes beyond the idea of access to
opportunities though. To partly capture this richness, we gather
the literature on walkability to produce a list of walkability-related
keywords. With such a list, we aim at answering our final research
question:
R5: Can walkable streets be identified by walkability-related photo
tags?
The frequency distributions of the activity features we will use
to answer those questions are summarized in Figure 4.
6. ANALYSIS
To answer the five research questions, we need to derive suit-
able Flickr and Foursquare activity features. However, before do-
ing so, we need to ascertain whether those activity features are re-
liable. Without reliable measures of night activity on Flickr, of
the presence of specific Foursquare places, and of the presence
of Flickr photo tags, we cannot test our hypotheses. In general,
there are three main types of error that reduce reliability: measure-
ment error, specification error, and sampling error. To minimize
the error that inevitably occurs in measuring Flickr and Foursquare
activity (measurement error), we borrow measurement procedures
from the literature [7, 39]. To minimize the effect of Flickr and
Foursquare biases (e.g., Flickr pictures are taken predominantly
during the day and by men), we borrow normalization measures
(e.g., z-transformations) from previous studies [21]. Finally, to
partly generalize our measurements to users not in our sample (sam-
pling error), we will determine the minimum amount of data at the
street level (e.g., number of photos per street) required to have mea-
surements yielding the same results on repeated trials.
Research Question 1
Can safe streets be identified by night activity?
For each street segment i, we compute a photo@night score :
photo@nighti =
ni − µn
σn
− oi − µo
σo
,
where ni (oi) is the fraction of pictures taken at night (not at night)
on street segment i; µm (µo) is the fraction of night (not night) pic-
tures, averaged across all segments; and σn (σo) is the correspond-
ing standard deviation. The resulting measurement is the z-score
of the fraction of night pictures and accounts for the unbalances of
pictures taken at night vs. day4.
Having each street’s score at hand, we can now correlate it with
safety from crime. In so doing, we learn a strong positive corre-
lation of r = 0.60: safe streets are photographed not only dur-
ing the day but also at night, while unsafe ones mostly during the
day. To further validate this statement, we group streets by their
photo@night scores and test whether streets with higher scores are,
on average, safer. By grouping streets into three bins, we find
clear-cut evidence (Figure 5(a)): streets in the first bin (those pho-
tographed during the day) are far less safe (with a median fear of
4On Flickr, pictures are taken more during the day than at night.
crime of 1.4) than streets in the last bin (those photographed mainly
at night).
One might now wonder whether those results are observed only
for Flickr-data-rich streets. To test that, we see how the previous
correlation between safety and photo@night changes depending on
the number of Flickr photos on each street. As one expects, it does
change: the more photos, the higher the correlations. However, the
amount of data needed to have a stable correlation is limited: ag-
gregating all the streets with at least 30 photos results into stable
correlations of r > 0.6 (Figure 5(b)). That number of photos is ex-
tremely low considering that the mean number of photos per street
segment is 832, and the maximum goes up to 131K.
Research Question 2
Can safe streets be identified by activity segmented by gender or
age?
For each street segment i, we compute a “manhood” score:
manhoodi =
mi − µm
σm
− fi − µf
σf
,
wheremi (fi) is the fraction of male (female) users who have taken
a picture on street segment i; µm (µf ) is the fraction of male (fe-
male) users, averaged across all segments; and σm (σf ) is the cor-
responding standard deviation. This is the z-score of the fraction
of male users normalized to account for the unbalanced distribution
of male and female users on Flickr.
By correlating manhood with safety (from crime), we find a pos-
itive correlation of r = 0.58, suggesting that safe streets tend to be
visited by a predominantly male population. This parallels Alexan-
der’s suggestion that crime focuses on areas in which there are
enough victims “to make it worth a thief’s while” [1]. To further
validate this finding, we group streets by their male scores and test
whether streets with higher scores show, on average, higher safety.
By binning streets into quartiles, that is exactly what we find (Fig-
ure 6(a)): streets in the lower quartile (those photographed more by
females than males) are unsafer (with a median safety of 1.4) than
streets in the last quartile (with a median of 4).
Our second hypothesized relationship for safety is that with dwellers’
age. In our sample, users have a median age of 40 and are in the
range [26,63] (Figure 4(a)). By averaging the age of users who took
pictures on each street, we indeed find a positive correlation with
safety (r = 0.32). The same correlation holds for median age.
To test whether those results are observed only for Flickr-data-
rich streets, we see how the previous two correlations safety-manhood
and safety-age change for streets that differ from the number of
Flickr users they have. As one expects, the correlations do change
(i.e., the more users, the higher the correlations) but it does not re-
quire many users to become stable: safety-manhood correlations
become stable (r > 0.5) after collecting the gender of at least 380
users (Figure 6(b)), and safety-age ones become stable (r > 0.3)
after collecting the age information for only 80 users (Figure 6(c)).
Research Question 3
Can safe streets be identified by the presence of specific types of
places?
To determine the types of places on each street, we resort to
Foursquare. We associate each place on Foursquare with the clos-
est street and categorize it using the first-level categories: arts, col-
lege, food, nightlife, outdoors, residential, shopping, and travel. We
choose the first level to avoid data sparsity.
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Figure 5: The digital life of safe streets: night activity. Safe streets tend to be photographed at night as well.
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Figure 6: The digital life of safe streets: gender and age. Safe streets tend to be increasingly photographed by men.
To test the extent to which safety is associated with the pres-
ence of specific places, we build a linear model that predicts safety
scores from the presence of first-level Foursquare categories. That
is, a street’s predicted safety score is computed from the fraction of
places on it that fall into the different categories:
safetyi = α+β1arts+β2college+β3food+β4nightlife+
β5outdoors+ β6residential+ β7shopping,+β8travel+ e.
It turns out that the regression shows an adjustedR2 of 74%, sug-
gesting that safety can be accurately predicted only from the pres-
ence of Foursquare venues. The corresponding beta coefficients
(Table 1, column 3) suggest that safe streets tend to be associated
with outdoor places (mainly parks), while unsafe ones with resi-
dential bits of central London that have no parks. This might ap-
pear surprising at first. However, further investigation shows that,
in Central London, well-to-do residential areas are often associ-
ated with parks, while deprived areas are not. Therefore, this result
can be explained by a strong interaction effect between residential
streets and parks.
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Predictive Variable β (walkability) β (safety)
Outdoors 1.701 16.543
Arts 6.303* -13.036*
College -4.812 13.820
Food 0.161 2.380
Nightlife -8.947 -9.897*
Work 5.282* 8.731**
Residential 21.290** -60.628
Shopping -1.195 -0.370
Table 1: The predictive variables in the two linear models for
walkability (column 2) and safety (column 3). Significance: **
p < 0.001, * p < 0.01, . p < 0.05.
Research Question 4
Can walkable streets be identified by the presence of specific
types of places?
Walkability and safety are related to each other. However, safe
streets might not be necessarily walkable, and vice versa. In fact,
the correlation between those two scores is as low as r = 0.22.
Having answered the questions about safety, it is now interesting to
explore those about walkability.
To test the extent to which walkability is associated with the pres-
ence of specific places, we regress a street’s predicted walkability
score with the fraction of places on it that fall into the different
categories:
walkabilityi = α+β1arts+β2college+β3food+β4nightlife+
β5outdoors+ β6residential+ β7shopping,+β8travel+ e.
We find that the above model has an adjusted R2 of 33%. That
is, 33% of the variability of the walkability score can be explained
only by the presence of specific Foursquare venues. The beta co-
efficients of the model are shown in Table 1 (column 2) and tell us
that the presence of residential areas drives most of the predictive
power of the regression.
Research Question 5
Can walkable streets be identified by walkability-related photo
tags ?
To build the list of keywords associated with the concept of walk-
ability, we hand-code relevant literature. We use the Grounded The-
ory approach [8], which is a systematic framework in the social
sciences involving theory-driven content analysis that aims at iden-
tifying a set of words that best represent a certain concept. More
specifically, we use line-by-line coding. This generates a set of
words conceptually associated with walkability in three steps:
1. Collecting documents. The gold standard should cover the
topic of walkability as comprehensively as possible. We collected
a set of documents that fall into three categories: 1) recent news
articles from online media; 2) academic papers; and 3) recent re-
ports from public organizations or governments. This collection
includes: 6 news articles, 8 academic papers, and 2 reports.
2. Annotating the documents. Three annotators coded the list of
keywords. The annotators separately read each document line-by-
line and highlighted any word they felt to be related to walkability.
We then combined their annotations to generate two distinct lists:
one merges the three sets of annotations, and the other intersects
them.
3. Validating annotations. To quantitatively validate the two
lists, we measure agreement among annotators defined as the ratio
of the size of the merged word sets over the size of the intersected
sets. The agreement is 84%, suggesting high agreements between
the two lists.
High agreement emerges because the words that characterize
walkability are quite well recognizable as such by different peo-
ple, and therefore we can safely use them to identify photos related
to the walkability concept. In our experiments, we adopt a very
conservative approach and use the intersection list, which contains
these terms: sidewalk, footway, street light, clean street, pedestrian,
bench, resting, tree, greenery, art, architecture, historical, bike, pri-
vate, hill, and social. One could informally see that those keywords
indeed refer to the domain of walkability. However, those words
by no means represent an exhaustive list and, as such, it is not clear
whether we will observe any relationship between the presence of
such keywords and walkability scores.
To balance those walkability tags (which mostly reflect positive
associations), we create a list containing the tag ‘car(s)’. That is
because cars are often associated with poor walkability [1]. Having
a single-term list might seem oversimplified. However, to appre-
ciate the negative impact of cars on walkability, recall that for Jeff
Speck’s General Theory of Walkability, a walk has to satisfy four
main conditions. It must be not only useful, comfortable, and inter-
esting, but also safe [37]. By safe, he simply means that “the street
has been designed to give pedestrians a fighting chance against be-
ing hit by automobiles.” In later chapters, he adds: “Contrary to
perceptions, the greatest threat to pedestrian safety is not crime,
but the very real danger of automobiles moving quickly.” In a simi-
lar way, Christopher Alexander notes: “Cars give people wonderful
freedom and increase their opportunities. But they also destroy the
environment, to an extent so drastic that they kill all social life.” [1]
The effect of cars on health and social life is well documented:
higher traffic exposure results into more heart attacks [14], and hid-
den parking boosts retail sales, property values, appeal, and live-
ability [37, 44]. The entire aesthetic capital of a neighborhood can
be squandered by the sole presence of cars [31].
Therefore, for each street segment i, we compute a z-transformed
walkability score from Flickr tags:
z-walkabilityi =
wi − µw
σw
− ci − µc
σc
,
where wi (ci) is the fraction of tags that match our walkability-
related keywords (match ‘car’) on street segment i; µm (µo) is the
fraction of tags that match our walkability-related keywords (match
‘car’), averaged across all segments; and σw (σc) is the correspond-
ing standard deviation.
Having those z-transformed scores, we can now correlate them
with walkability (Figure 7(a)). We find strong correlations between
walkability and presence of tags mentioning cars: the correlation
with ci is as high as -0.78. Given that the matching is done on a
single term, this effect size is unexpectedly high, yet it speaks to
the devastating effect of cars on walkability. As one expects, there
is a positive correlation with the walkability-related tags (i.e., the
correlation withwi is 0.49). By then combining those two lists with
the formula above, we obtain a correlation with z-walkabilityi of
0.89.
However, those correlations might hold only for data-rich streets.
By binning streets whose number of tags fall into the same range
together, we find that the correlation between walkability score and
z-walkabilityi increases with the number of tags per segment and
tends to become stable (r > 0.85) after collecting at least 2500 tags
per street (Figure 7(b)). This translates into a considerable number
of pictures required for attaining a reasonable prediction accuracy
(of the order of hundreds). That is likely because matching our
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and z-transformed presence of walkability tags for increasing
number of photos per segment. Whiskers represent the 2nd and
98th percentiles.
Figure 7: The digital life of walkable streets. Walkable streets can be identified by the presence of walkability-related picture tags (panel
(a)), but such an identification needs at least 2.2K tags per street segment (panel (b)).
keywords with Flickr tags yield sparse results. To partly fix that, in
the future, one could either enrich our list of keywords or use un-
supervised techniques to learn the statistical associations of Flickr
tags with walkability score.
7. DISCUSSION
After successfully extracting social media metrics that reflect the
walkability of physical streets, we now discuss a few open ques-
tions.
Practical Implications
We foresee many opportunities to practically apply walkability
modeling, including:
Room booking. When tourists choose a place to stay, a system
could make educated guesses about which places are walk-
able, and which are not. Walkability score might be a good
indicator of whether they need to rent a car, for example.
Urban route recommendations. In the near future, new way-finding
tools might well suggest not only shortest routes but also
short ones that are pleasant and walkable [33]. However,
the data needed by those tools is available only for a limited
number of cities and, when available, is static. By contrast,
our proposal allows for timely recommendations of routes at
scale.
Real-estate. The use of walkability sites by real-estate agencies
continues to grow [37]. With such a demand, many munici-
palities are under pressure to collect relevant data and make
it easily accessible. For cash-strapped municipalities, it is
usually difficult to obtain suitable data for computing walk-
ability, owing to the high time, effort, and financial costs.
Being based on social media mining, our approach promises
to predict walkability scores at far lower cost.
Theoretical Implications
One contribution of this work to existing theory is the study of
walkability dimensions as manifested in Flickr and Foursquare. As
a result, we have ascertained the reliability of such sites for study-
ing walkability. That is important, not least because it suggests that
social media might offer unprecedented opportunities for theory.
With real-time and fine-grained data, can we measure new indica-
tors concerning walkability for which we have had no data (e.g.,
lifestyles and interests of individual street dwellers)?
Limitations
Our approach is not able to profile areas that have little Flickr ac-
tivity5. Yet, it has two main advantages over the current state of the
art: it adapts with time (unlike results from manual data collection
efforts, that are costly to update), and it establishes smart defaults
for places for which no census data is available. In the future, to
design a system that works in a broader range of situations, one
could augment our model with street design features, which have
to be collected only once in while as they do not tend to massively
change over time.
8. CONCLUSION
Our analysis has demonstrated that the relationship between be-
havioral features and walkability does not only hold in the offline
world but also holds in the online world. This provides evidence
that users’ offline communities have a noticeable effect on their
online interactions. To appreciate the importance of this insight,
consider the relationship between the types of streets people ex-
perience in their cities and the social media content they generate
while being on those streets. We have tested this relationship for
the first time and found that, indeed, Flickr uploads from dwellers
of walkable streets differ from those of unwalkable ones, mainly in
terms of upload time and tagging.
5For Foursquare, activity is not required as the mere presence of
venues suffice.
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More broadly, our results suggest that it is possible to effectively
profile the walkability of city streets from their dwellers’ social me-
dia posts in an unobtrusive way. Many opportunities open up from
here for designers and researchers alike. Mobile app designers, for
example, may create new recommendation services that combine
walkability predictions with traditional mapping tools. On the other
hand, comforted by our validation work, urban researchers might
well be enticed to use social media to answer theoretical questions
that could not have been tackled before because of lack of data.
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